Campus Treasure Hunt
There is no walking route for this treasure hunt – that should ensure you’ll be increasing your steps
looking for the answers to the questions.
I’ve divided the campus into 4 zones, the Lake Zone, Café Zone, PATS Field Zone and Austin Pearce
Zone. See the attached map to see exactly where the zones are. The questions will be set in each
zone and the answers will be found in the zone the question is listed under.
This is designed to be completed over a series of lunch times as you seek out the answers, so the
questions are divided by zone, but are in no particular order.
Your name:________________________________________________

Zone 1 - The Lake Zone
1. What year was the Brick Path established?
2. What is the vernacular translation of the first part of the most frequently
planted tree on campus?
3. How many balls is the fish balancing?
4. What year was Steve Hughes born?
5. Which 3 place names are missing from the picture below?

Zone 2 - The Café Zone
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1. What is the name of the Jewish Chaplain?
2. Where in the library would you find George Edwards?
3. Who created “Thinking of My Future”?
4. What 2 road names have been transported from the old Battersea campus?
5. What’s Simply Fresh’s twitter name?

Zone 3 – PATS Field Zone
1. Who is the light dedicated to?
2. Which 3 men are licensed to sell “intoxicating liquors of all descriptions”?
3. What connects the drain covers to Superman?
4. How many steps are there outside the 5G building?
5. Why was a chequer board included in the shield?

Zone 4 – Austin Pearce Zone
1. What speed is the Engineering Design Centre travelling at?
2. Which art work was unveiled on Tuesday 2nd March 2004?
3. What date did John F Phillips CBE LLM QC lay his stone?
4. Who made Alan?
5. Where would you find someone hanging around?
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